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or decades, China has grown and profited from the world,
with little or no scrutiny. It has supported states with ties
to terror and its technology sector is based on illegally
stealing and proliferating technologies from the West. So, the
belated waking up of the world to the threat China poses is a
good thing.
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For China, the good times in India began some years ago
when the Congress government threw open the Indian markets
and consumers to it. China started ratcheting up huge trade
surpluses, currently over $50 billion annually. As our exports
remained flat, imports from China steadily surged — displacing
Indian manufacturers and jobs.
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As you see consumers dumping Chinese brands, Indian
corporates are diversifying their supply chains away from China.
This reset of the India-China relationship will undoubtedly create
short-term disruptions. But it is for the greater good.
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India’s economy started being redrawn from May 2014, from
one that depended on a few groups into one where the energy
of thousands of startups and MSMEs would transform and drive
economic growth. Atmanirbhar Bharat catalyses this vision.

Tariq Ahmed
Editor
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India is poised to become one of the world’s largest connected
economies as internet penetration approaches one billion.
Which is why India needs tougher privacy and data protection
regulation to prevent other Chinese-origin products from
abusing their access to Indian consumers. Of course, there are
reforms required to realise the vision of Atmanirbhar Bharat and
for India to become a global tech powerhouse.
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“I have many suggestions for air cargo movement. There is a lot to do, especially in
the case of fruits, vegetables and fish. Our marine economy is worth INR 1 trillion. We
want to scale it up to INR 6 trillion but our biggest problem is transportation."
UNION MINISTER NITIN GADKARI, said during an online interaction with
members of Domestic Air Cargo Agents Association of India

“We are reforming many of our policies, enhancing road and air
connectivity and is committed to taking every step needed
for promoting investments that will make the state ‘an
economic powerhouse’.”
YOGI ADITYANATH, Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, said
during a webinar organized by industry chamber
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI)
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“Everyone together is willing to bring a logistic
policy because the logistic cost is 12% and
14% in the country at present while the world’s
logistic cost average stands at 9%, which
means we are 5% costlier than the world.”
MANSUKH MANDAVIYA, MoS for Shipping (i/c) and
Chemicals & Fertilizers said during an interview
while talking about the National Logistics Policy

“Maharashtra is planning to promote multi-modal
connectivity, technology-driven accreditation and
standardisation process to support the supply chain
ecosystem within the state.”
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MAHARASHTRA TRANSPORT MINISTER ANIL PARAB, said during CII
Logistics and Supply Chain Leadership Conclave 2020

“India should be able to capitalize on rising anti-China sentiments and there is a big scope
to improve the exports of food and agricultural products. However, if you want to replace
China, India needs to create and enhance capacities in various sectors.”
AJAY SAHAI, DG AND CEO, FEDERATION OF INDIAN EXPORT ORGANISATIONS (FIEO),
during an interview to a media organisation
8
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With tensions escalating between India and China following the
skirmish along the LAC at eastern Ladakh, there is an emerging
LOGISTICS
trade discord between the two countries after India tightened
MIRROR
vigilance on import consignments f rom China, banned 59 Chinese
applications in India and also called for the boycott of Chinese products
with the aim to reduce imports by 2021. HOWEVER, INDO-CHINA TRADE
STATISTICS REVEAL HOW IN THE PAST 10 YEARS, INDIA'S DEPENDENCE ON
CHINESE IMPORTS HAS INCREASED MANIFOLD.
From 10.7% in FY10 to 16.4% in FY18, Chinese imports to India have multiplied over the years.
However, it has declined in the past few years and as of FY20, Chinese imports make about
13.8% of India's total imports.
Looking at the top 10 countries India imports f rom, no other country competes with China. In
FY20, India imported goods worth $473 billion, of which nearly 14% ($65 billion) came f rom
China. Imports f rom the United States came a distant second at 7.5% ($35.6 billion).

Pharma
dependence
on China
India depends on China
for around 70% of the
APIs that it uses in
pharmaceutical
manufacturing. With
the production cost of
API in China being
about 20-30% less than
that in India, Chinese
imports are far more
cost-effective for Indian
pharma manufacturers.

Rising trade
deficit
In the last 10 years,
India's trade deficit with
China increased by 153%
f rom $19.2 billion in FY10
to $48.6 billion in FY20.
The number peaked in
FY18 at $63 billion. This
is attributed to faster
growth in India's
imports f rom China
than exports.

Reliance on
Electronics
India is heavily
dependent on China for
its electronics industry.
Of the total $65 billion
imports f rom China,
electronics and their
parts were worth $19
billion or 30%.

Rising
Exports
In FY10, India exported
goods worth $11.6 billion
to China, which reached
$18 billion in 2012.
However in FY20, India
exported goods worth
$16.6 billion to China,
which means there has
been a 77% increase in
India's exports to China
in the last 10 years - half
the growth in imports.

Telecom
reliance
India heavily depends on
China for smartphone
demand. Thus, any
disruptions will result in a
hike in smartphone prices
and also create a lag in the
adoption of new technologies
such as 5G. It may also affect
the rate of subscriber
additions. Additionally, the
network equipment market
has just a handful of firms.

India’s
retaliation
China also own huge stakes in
Indian companies, especially in
the start-up ecosystem. India
has recently amended FDI rules
to “curb opportunistic
takeovers” with respect to
investments f rom its neighbour
nations. The Centre is in talks
about increasing import duty
on 300 Chinese products, apart
f rom reviewing its participation
in inf rastructure projects.
www.logisticsinsider.in
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For two decades and thousands of cargos every day, MATA is making the purposeful move - of
reaching goods, moving machineries and connecting markets. With expertise to manage the most
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